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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0164581A1] 1. Door drive device with locking mechanism for lifts, in which a cage door (33), which in the region of the floors is shape-
lockingly connectable through a coupling mechanism with a shaft door (44), is movable by a drive, wherein the coupling mechanism consists of
an entraining parallelogram linkage (11) borne at the cage door (33) and two respective spigots (12) fastened to each shaft door (44), the drive is
disposed in a dead centre position when the cage door (33) is closed and the drive means of the door drive device (38) is driven by way of a step-
down gear from a motor (34) arranged on the cage (31), characterized thereby, that a pawl (7), which is pivotably borne at the cage door (33) and
rests against an abutment (23) arranged at the cage (31), is locked in a retaining position through a toggle lever (5), which at one end is pivotably
borne at the entraining parallelogram linkage (11) and at the other end is connected through a strap (20) with the pawl (7), and is pressed into a
release position through a control roller (9), which is rotatably borne at the toggle lever (5) and has run up on a fixed control cam (10) provided at the
shaft door.
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